Choosing the right breather membrane is as easy as 1, 2, 3...

For additional information please contact:
DuPont (UK) Limited
Hither Green Estate
Clevedon, North Somerset
BS21 6XU
Tel.: 01275 879 770
Fax: 01275 879 773 (sales)
Fax: 01275 879 033 (technical)
E-mail: tyvek.construction@dupont.com

www.construction.tyvek.com
When considering your breather membrane, ask these 3 simple questions:

1- Do I need to vent my roof?
   No, Tyvek® Supro does not need any soffit, tile or ridge ventilation, therefore saving time and money.

2- Do I need an airspace between the insulation and breather membrane?
   Because the Tyvek® Supro membrane breathes, it does not need an airspace.

3- Does the product have the necessary approvals?
   Tyvek® Supro is fully BBA and IAB approved, suitable for use in all types of pitched roofs.

All breather membranes are not the same!

Choose the market leader Tyvek® Supro, the reference point in breather membranes.

Installation couldn’t be simpler

Tyvek® Supro can be installed:
- horizontally or vertically
- draped over the rafters (like IF felt) or under counter-battens
- laid in direct contact with the Insulation
- without the need for ANY roof ventilation accessories
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